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Accounting Employees Are Not 
Living Up to Expectations  

 A recent survey conducted by Robert Half showed that more than half 

of CFO employers are concerned about retaining the people they hire 

and maintaining staff productivity. On the surface, one could deduce 

that employees are unsettled, always looking for a better opportunity, 

goofing off on the job, or just plain lazy. Or, on the flip side, perhaps 

the jobs aren't challenging, the work environment isn't positive, the job 

itself isn't fulfilling, or maybe the recession has caused cutbacks in 

staffing and employees are expected to do the work of two people. It's 

always a worthwhile exercise to check yourself out in the mirror before 

pointing the finger at someone else for being less than exemplary.  
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 Robert Half Survey Reveals Retention Is 
Executives' Main Staffing Concern  

 

  

As difficult as it has become to locate top performers, keeping them 

on board is proving to be an even greater worry for employers. 

Nearly four in ten CFOs interviewed said retaining valuable 

employees is their biggest staffing concern for the next twelve 

months.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Your To-Do List: Unforeseen Events Will 
Happen  

 

  

No matter how well we organize our to-do lists and how productive 

we are in handling the products and tasks, invariably, unexpected 

obligations, interruptions, and other developments arise that are 

going to throw us off.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Debunking Dull: OSCPA Student Video 
Contest Challenges CPA Stereotype  

 

  

This spring, the Ohio Society of CPAs is inviting college accounting 

students to shatter the one-dimensional, bland CPA typecasting by 

participating in its inaugural Me in a Moment: Future CPA Video 

Contest.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 

 

   

 

 
 

 Hang Bower, executive director of human resources at 

BDO USA, and Christopher Mears, a principal at 

Rothstein Kass, share their thoughts on the Vault 

Accounting 50 and what the recognition means to their firms.  

   
 

 James Wood, CPA, a sole practitioner in Hillsborough, New 

Jersey, sheds some light on how long your clients should 

keep their tax records.  

   
 

 FASB's John Pappas and Christine Klimek talk with 

AccountingWEB about the latest Invitation to Comment on 

the proposed private company decision-making framework.  

   
 

 Job cost accountant Cindy Mayhak says she'll never stop 

using her TrekDesk. Read why she'll forever be a "Trekkie."  

  

 

 

 Guest writer Johnny 

Laurent of the Sage 

Employer Solutions 

business unit offers six 

tips for wise recruiting. 

Read more  

 

 

 
 

  Are your clients ready 

for Obamacare? New 

Checkpoint Learning 

CPE  

 
 

  Watch the 

AccountingWEB Live! 

video trailer  

 
 

 

 

Watch the 

AccountingWEB 

Live! video trailer  

Learn about the 

groundbreaking virtual 

conference that gives 

you the experience of 

attending a major 

national conference 

without having to travel 

or leave your office.  

 
 

 
 

  How can 

employers/employees 

improve the situation 

at work?  
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